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South Rangitata Hut Holders Association
RDR submission 2018.

Reason Comment:
My name is Chris de Joux, I am the chairman of the South
Rangitata Reserve Hut Holders Association. The reserve is a
settlement comprising of 115 fishing baches located on the
south bank at the river mouth. The settlement has existed for
80 plus years. It is a close knit community of like-minded
people who are there for their enjoyment of the great outdoors,
the serenity of a peaceful river setting and a world famous
salmon fishery the Rangitata is known for. A considerable
investment in terms of infrastructure and real-estate has built-
up over the years making the Reserve a very desirable
destination to live and relax during holiday times and weekends
off. The reserve is visited by many people over the summer
months, not just to the well-appointed motor camp but also day
trippers from all parts of the globe, come to fish or just relax in
and around the reserve and enjoy the scenery. Something
many of them are unable to do in their own countries. The Hut
Holders Association are concerned at some of the proposed
activities to be undertaken by Rangitata Diversion Race Ltd.
The Hut Holders Association either oppose the following
consents and or see them modified from their present form.

CRC 170652: Storage pond and RDR upgrade construction
We oppose this consent in its current form 1) Hut
Holders Assn have no objection to the construction of a storage
pond but note the absence of any emergency response plan
should there be a catastrophic breach of the holding pond /
canal structures. The association insists that such a plan be
included in the consent application. 2) Hut Holders Assn have
no objection to the construction of a fish bypass channel but
note the fish screening aspect of the bypass channel be 100X
effective in the prevention of down-stream migrating fish be
they native or exotic species. A robust and continuing testing



regime must also be included in this consent before the Hut
Holders Assn would give it a tick of approval.

CRC 170654: Extra 10 cumec take
We oppose this consent. 1) During times of low flow at the river
mouth the actions of waves and high seas build a considerable
single bank along the coastline. This bank has the effect of
directing the river to run parallel with the coast line. At times
this parallel flow can run for 2kms or more before it turns and
heads out to sea. As a consequence when a reasonable fresh
does happen the result is a back-up of water which flows
across the river flats and into the reserve huts. The Hut Holders

Assn believe any further extraction from the river flow will
accelerate these events. 2) Low flows already have an adverse
effect on the natural movement of shingle out the mouth. This
movement of shingle is critical for the natural build up and
fortification of the beaches north and south of the river mouth.

The reduced flow at the river mouth when RDR Ltd is taking an
extra 10cumecs will do nothing to enhance this situation. 3) The
Hut Holders Assn believes with the implication of better water
Management practises and water saving technologies the
33cumec flow already taken by RDR Ltd is more than adequate
to fill the proposed pond. 4) Many of the hut holders have a
strong connection to the McKinnons Creek Salmon Hatchery,
we are concerned the extra flow regime will further reduce the
underground aquifers that supply the waters of
McKinnons creek. This could ultimately lead to the demise of
the salmon hatchery and all the long hours of voluntary work
put in by the hut holders to this great enhancement project.

CRC170661: Discharge water and sediment back to river.
We oppose this consent. 1) The Hut Holders Assn believes that
the discharge of sediment from the proposed pond into a river
that has further reduced flows will be devastating to the health
of the river, will suffocate migrating native and exotic fish
species, and render the river impossible to fish because of the
turbidity of the river compared to similar historical flows, n a



very short time the build-up of silt on the river bed will kill off
any remaining invertebrate life. The river will die!

It appears the RDR company has taken the easy option in
regards to resolving this problem. If the RDR company want to
build their pond then they need to take ownership of this
problem and dispose of all silt and debris in a manner that does
not affect the life and health of the river.

CRC 170662: Water and sediment discharge to river during
construction.

We oppose this consent in its current form. 1) We acknowledge
there needs to some earthworks in the riverbed during the
construction phase but there appears to be no time frame or
how long these riverbed works will take. The Hut Holders Assn
is concerned there may be weeks of dirty flows while this work
takes place. We believe this could have the same effect on the
river system as mentioned in our comments CRC170661. The
Hut Holders Assn insist the RDR company take preventative
measures to ensure sediment is not released into the river

during this construction period

CRC182535: Discharge of non-consumptive water

We do not oppose this consent to discharge 5 cumecs of non-
consumptive water back into the fish bypass provided it has no
more suspended sediment content in it than what is naturally
occurring in the main stream at that time. That debris that
would normally have gone down the bypass channel be
deflected in some way at the intake of the bypass channel and
directed back into the main stream. That the design of the

bypass and return stream be such that it delivers salmon fry
etc, back to the river in an undamaged state. This to be
confirmed by a reputable freshwater fisheries scientist.



CRC182536: Consumptive take for fish screen operations

We do not oppose this consent.

CRC182542: Rotary fish screen.

We acknowledge the applicants efforts to instal what seems to
be on the surface a final solution to the terrible situation that
has existed for many years resulting in the loss of millions of
salmon smolt and others fishes to the RDR. We know this

situation has contributed greatly to the demise of the salmon
runs on the Rangitata.

We do not oppose this consent provided certain conditions are
met with regard to the construction and on-going operation and
maintenance of the fish screen.

1. That the 5yr lapse period for the screen construction sort,
be rescinded and construction of said screen to start

immediately regardless of the outcome of the other
consents sort. The Rangitata water conservation order
states that an effective and efficient screen to prevent the
passage of al fish into the RDR must be in place and
operational.

Ref: Rangitata Water Conservation Order 2006

(1) No resource consent may be granted or rule included in a
regional plan relating to the waters identified in Schedule 2,
authorising an activity that will adversely affect the passage of
salmon, where Schedule 2 identifies salmon passage or
salmon spawning as an outstanding characteristic or
contributing to an outstanding characteristic.

(2) No resource consent in relation to an intake site may be
granted, or rule included in a regional plan, for the waters
specified in Schedule 2 authorising an activity unless that
resource consent provides for fish exclusion or a fish bypass



system to prevent fish from being lost from the specified
waters.

Comments Complies. The purpose of the proposed fish return
structure is to ensure fish are returned back to the river. The

proposed fish screen will ensure that this is achieved more
efficiently.

2. That the applicant is capable and has the correct expertise
to operate the fish screen to a high standard, has in place a
robust monitoring and maintenance programme coupled
with weekly inspections of the facility and a maintenance
schedule to suit the ongoing seamless operation of the fish
screen. Failure of the system should result in penalties.

3 That all fish, native or otherwise are returned to the main
stream via the bypass channel unharmed and in good
health. Correct water flow in the bypass channel to facilitate
effective operation of the fish screen at all times.

4. The effectiveness of the fish screen by having the ability to
record fish numbers going down the RDR and if the fish
screen is not working as agreed (100%) then the consent to
take water is cancelled until fixed.

5. That the fish screen performance and effectiveness should
be reviewed after the first 12mths of operation with a full
and comprehensive audit be undertaken after 5yrs along
with weekly monitoring of effectiveness by certified personal
or organization and the results publically recorded.

6. That the 35yr consent time frame is too long and wel
beyond the time any person or organization can reasonably
manage. That the consent time should be reduced to 15yrs



CRC182630: Extra water take storage

We oppose this consent as it directly relates to the extra 10
cumec take as set out in CRC170654.

CRC182631:

We oppose this consent as it directly relates to the extra 10
cumec take as set out in CRC170654.



R. D. R. - Consent applications to build
a storage pond and to take extra

water at higher flows from the
Rangitata River

1. If you have a view on this issue - what is it?

Q = When will it end? A = When the last drop of water has been
siphoned from our rivers to be sprayed over our already degraded
land, destroying our lowland streams and polluting all our
groundwater. Who then will stand up and say they are sorry and
seek forgiveness from their grandchildren and the generations to
follow. As sure as day turns into night, it will happen. I have never
met anyone yet who has been able to convince me, that with
millions of cattle urinating and defecating on our alluvial soils it will
not in the passage of time destroy our groundwater resources.

I recall attending a meeting in the West Melton Hall some years ago.
An older gentleman, I presume a farmer stated that there should not
be one drop of water left in our rivers to be wasted and flow out to
sea, we should be able to use it all. God help us.

This application should be denied. I believe that the periods of high
flows in our braided rivers are absolutely necessary to ensure
adequate flushing in the overall interests of the environment.

2. What Outcome Would Best Suit Your Interests?

It is clear that the perfect outcome would be for this application to
be denied in its totality. That will not happen however, and we all
know it. Earlier application by RDR some years ago when applying
to renew its resource consent required them to install a diversion"
system in the bed of the Rangitata to steer migrating salmon smolts
away from the race intake. This was I understand a veil of bubbles
from a compressed air system laid on the bed of the river. I have no
knowledge as to its effectiveness or otherwise. To that end I would
seek to have an appropriate fish screen install that provides a 100%
exclusion of migrating salmon smolts. That would go some way to





alleviating my concerns about this application, may then be
prepared to let them have perhaps 20 extra litres per day.

3. Any Other Comments

From a general perspective it is clear that this Government is hell

bent on changing what ever laws stand in its way to suit its drive to
foster irrigation and increase farm production. It will in time,
perhaps not in my remaining lifetime, destroy the environment we
have all come to treasure.

I don't remember who said it but its message can be applied to our
environment and our attempts to save it or at least stall its descent
into decay.

"Evil can only prosper when good men do nothing"

In this case we could have it read " Our environment and our rivers
can only be destroyed if our good men sit back and do nothing to
save it."

Michael W. MOORE QSM
9 Ashton Rise

West Melton.
23 Oct 2016





Rangitata Diversion Race Consent applications to build a storage pond and to

take extra water at higher flows from the Rangitata River.

1. If you have a view on this issue what is it?
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Rangitata Diversion Race Consent applications to build a storage pond and to
take extra water at higher flows from the Rangitata River.
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Paul Brown

From: "Nick Rose" <nickrose500@gmail. com>
Date: Tuesday, 5 September 2017 2:13 a.m.
To: "Paul Brown" <pbrownie@slingshoLco. nz>
Subject: Fwd: Fishing m SS;

Hope this is of some help.
If you so wish, please feel free to forward or publish as you wish in any

paper or magazine.

Hope you have received the Barbour studs,

Cheers, Nick

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: Nick Rose <mckrose500(%2maiLcom>
Date: 4 September 2017 at 14:54:08 BST
To: Govt NZ <govtnzrMa. 2ov. nz>, Govt Mbie NZ
<mfo(%mbie. 2ovtnz>, NZ Fish And Game
<csif%f1shandsame. om.nz>, NZ Fish And Game
<nzcouncil(%fishandeame. or2.nz>, NZ Fish And Game
<northcanterburvf3), fishandsame. ore.nz>
Subject: Fishing in NZ

Dear Sirs and Madams,

I am an overseas visitor to New Zealand. I have travelled to New
Zealand with my partner every year for the past 1 3 years or so, for
stays of up to three months during the New Zealand summer.
It is a truly remarkable country. We love it.
I am also an enthusiastic freshwater game fisherman, especially
Sahnon.

As a retired airline pilot I am fortunate enough to have the
opportunities to fish for Sahnon around the world from the fabled
rivers °.fthe scottish Highlands and Islands, to the mighty rivers
of Northwest Canada and the US, but for me and others the most
enjoyable and exciting fishing around the globe is to be found on
the rivers of the South Island of New Zealand. The reputation of
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those rivers is talked about with reverence around the world
wherever and whenever fishmg tales are swapped with likeminded
colleagues. A chance to visit and fish those fabulous NZ waters is
on most anglers "Bucket List", but as word spreads of the recent
demise in the quality of New Zealand Salmon fishing, it is
inevitable fewer overseas anglers will wish to invest, a not
inconsiderable sum» on a Salmon angling adventure to NZ. These
travellmg sportsmen and sportswomen trend towards fairly high
spending and hence help to support local rural economies.
It has been highlighted, as in Scotland, that with the lack of fish
registered caught in recent years, once a reputation has been
damaged it is not easy to re-establish. Inevitably the local
economies have suffered as a result.

I am not in a position, and would not be arrogant enough to pass
judgement on the reasons for this demise, but it has been sad to
witness. I have read and listened to the various arguments and
counter claims as to the reasons. Through all the mist of these
varying opinions, the one thing that is painfully clear is that
somethmg is clearly amiss.
I thought it may be of some value to give the opinions, views and
observations from an alternative, overseas perspective.
I wish you well in your efforts to help restore the world renowned
Sahnon runs of earlier years.

Kind Regards,

Nick Rose, (UK)

Sent from my iPad

Sent from my iPad
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